studies that report large collections of MAGs offer a glimpse of the future (7) (8) (9) . Despite their growing availability, metagenomes are inherently complex and demand researchers to orchestrate an intricate combination of rapidly evolving computational tools and approaches with many alternatives to reconstruct, characterize, and finalize MAGs. We must continue to champion studies such as the one by Espinoza et al. for their contribution to our collective effort to shed light on the darker branches of the ever-growing Tree of Life. At the same time, editors and reviewers of genome-resolved metagenomics studies should properly scrutinize the quality and accuracy of MAGs prior to their publication. A systematic failure at this will reduce the quality of public genome repositories while yielding adverse effects such as misleading insights into novel microbial groups and reduced trust among scientists in findings that emerge from genome-resolved metagenomics. Table 1 in the original study) and its estimated completion and redundancy (C/R) based on a bacterial single-copy core gene collection (10) . Each concentric circle represents one of the 88 metagenomes in the original study, dendrograms show hierarchical clustering of contigs based on sequence composition and differential mean coverage across metagenomes (using Euclidean distance and Ward's method), and each data point represents the read recruitment statistic of a given contig in a given metagenome. Arcs at the outermost layers mark contigs that belong to a refined bin along with their new completion and redundancy estimates (C/R). (D) The phylogenomic tree organizes genomes based on 37 concatenated ribosomal proteins. Coloring of genome names matches their taxonomy in NCBI, and branch colors match the consensus taxonomy of genomes they represent. Espinoza et al. reported MAG IV.A as Gracilibacteria (hence the red color); however, this phylogenomic analysis places refined MAGs under Absconditabacteria. (E) Pangenomic analysis of Espinoza et al. Saccharibacteria MAG III.A before (left) and after (right) refinement together with the Saccharibacteria genomes from panel D. Pangenomes describe 575 and 497 gene clusters, respectively, where each concentric circle represents a genome and bars correspond to the number of genes that a given genome is contributing to a given gene cluster (the maximum value is set to 2 for readability). Outermost layers mark single-copy core gene clusters to which every genome contributes precisely a single gene. We used Bowtie2 (11) to recruit reads from metagenomes, and anvi'o (12) to visualize and refine Espinoza et al. MAGs. FAMSA (13) aligned anvi'o-reported ribosomal protein amino acid sequences, trimAl (14) curated them, and IQ-TREE (15) computed the tree for the phylogenomic analysis. Anvi'o used DIAMOND (16) and MCL (17) algorithms to determine pangenomes. A reproducible bioinformatics workflow and FASTA files for refined MAGs are available at http://merenlab.org/data/refining-espinoza-mags.
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